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Abstract Life sciences became Biology, a formal scientific discipline, at the turn of the

nineteenth century, when it adopted the methods of reductive physics and chemistry.

Mendel’s hypothesis of inheritance of discrete factors further introduced a quantitative

reductionist dimension into biology. In 1910 Johannsen differentiated between the phe-

notype, which defines traits, and their genotype, the hereditary essence of such traits and

their entities—the genes. The efforts to characterize these entities culminated in 1953, in

Watson–Crick’s physico-chemical double helix model of DNA, the hereditary matter.

However, the more molecular biology advanced the less real were its entities: Genes

became generic units of heredity. The increasing role of science in society, and the mutual

interdependence of the two on each other augmented the urge of the public at large to find

in science icons of authority; the generic nature of the gene concept allowed scientists to

offer it as the bait, even though advances in research made it clear that a distinction must

be maintained between advances in reductive methodologies and the progress of systems’

conceptions. Genes out of context are meaningless. There are no ‘‘genes for’’ a trait: even if

a specific change in a site on the DNA sequence may end in a conspicuous change in a trait,

it must be realized that many sites in the DNA, in the cell, and in the organism as a

complex integrated system in its environment, determine or rather, condition traits. The

role of science is asking questions by putting up hypotheses and suggesting methods of

testing them rather than in providing definite answers.

1 Introduction

The scientific world view is based on belief in an underlying order in nature, and many
scientists search, with nearly religious conviction, for an ultimate, unifying principle that
will reveal the most fundamental laws.
(Nelkin and Lindee 1995, p. 39)
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[…] more promising efforts to address concerns generated by genomic studies of human
differences must be guided by a different conceptual framework. Such a framework
would not demarcate science from society, but rather call into view the ways in which
particular ordering of the ‘‘social’’ world affect the categories scientists can use to
characterize human diversity and the ways in which these ‘‘scientific’’ categories in turn
‘‘loop back’’ […] to shape conceptions of the ‘‘individual’’ and ‘‘group’’ that undergrid
liberal democracies. (Reardon 2008, p. 307)

Over a hundred years ago, Karl Pearson proposed that all observations arise from probability
distributions and that the purpose of science is to estimate the parameters of those distribu-
tions. Before that, the world of science believed that the universe followed laws, like
Newton’s law of motion, and that any apparent variations in what was observed were due to
error. Gradually, Pearson’s view has become the predominant one. […] In spite of the
apparent determinism of molecular biology, where genes are found that cause cells to gen-
erate specific proteins, the actual data from this science are filled with randomness and the
genes are, in fact, parameters of the distribution of those results. (Salsburg 2001, pp. 291–295)

Life, its representatives and its phenomena have been the subjects of awe, bewilderment

and inquisitiveness from ancient times. It was, however, only towards the beginning of the

nineteenth century that research of life and its forms attained a status of an independent

discipline of science—Biology (McLaughlin 2002). Physics and chemistry were the

models of classical empiric reductive sciences. Three major conceptual revolutions,

reflecting the desire to adopt reductionist methodologies in the explanation of living

systems, shaped the biology of the nineteenth century, and laid down the foundations for

the breakthroughs of the twentieth century that followed: Schleiden and Schwann’s cell-

theory (1838–1839), Darwin’s hypothesis of evolution by natural selection (1859), and

Mendel’s theory of inheritance by discrete Faktoren (1865).

Of these theories, it was only the third one that also established a new quantitative

reductionist theory of determinants, distinct from, but in the tradition of those of physics

and chemistry (see Falk 2006, p. 220).1 Genetics emerged at the turn of the twentieth

century as the most reductionist, determinist hypothesis of the life sciences. Already in the

early 1920s H. J. Muller argued for the genes being the discrete autonomous essential

entities of living beings that ‘‘play a fundamental role in determining the nature of all cell

substances, cell structures, and cell activities’’ (Muller 1922, p. 32). This conception of

genes as the determinants of life obtained in the 1940s new meaning in terms of chemi-

cally-driven reductionist functional essences, in the formulation of the ‘one gene—one

enzyme’ theory (Beadle and Tatum 1941) on the one hand, and in attempts to reduce genes

to ‘aperiodic solids’ following the laws of physics (Schrödinger 1944 (1962)) on the other

hand. Arguably, these may be regarded as the founding events of the molecularization of

genetics (Pauling et al. 1949; Watson and Crick 1953a), and the becoming of the genes and

DNA the icons of the essence of life. Increasingly, however, empiric inadequacies of the

reductive conceptions of molecular biology imposed systems’ conceptions on the life

scientists. Notwithstanding, the phraseology of scientists remained largely reductive, and

worse, the popular image of science’s conception of living systems remained essentially

reductionist. It is with that challenge that science educators have to cope.

2 Science, the Search for Essentials: Methods and Concepts

Galilei Galileo’s introduction, at the turn of the seventeenth century, of the reductionist

method of experimentation became the hallmark of modern scientific research: tracking the

1 Of course, physiologists introduced quantitative models already at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
mainly by adopting the methodology of chemists (see, for example, Lenoir 1982).
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effect of the controlled change in one variable at a time, by keeping all the other variables,

as nearly as possible, constant. Although Galileo’s contemporary René Descartes con-

ceived of living systems in mechanistic terms, and Leibniz, who followed them, suggested

overcoming the inadequacies of such reductionism by introducing God-coordinated ‘mo-

nads’, biology could not be reduced to independent basic elements. Indeed, the delay in the

development of biology as an experimental science was precisely due to the difficulty to

effectively design reductionist empiric methods for living systems which were inherently

complex interacting systems. In a sense, a rigorous experimental method to overcome this

difficulty was formulated only in 1935 when the statistician R. A. Fisher, suggested a

calculus for randomizing the effects of all known and unknown variables except the impact

of the relevant variable. Galileo used a metal ball (rather than a feather) in order to

neutralize other factors when he determined the law of gravitation; Fisher used the ran-

domized Latin-Squares plots in order to neutralize the impact of irrelevant variables and

test the effects of predetermined factors on the crop-production of experimental plants

(Fisher 1960). Furthermore, Fisher’s Analysis of Variance provided an effective tool to

assign an additive quantitative value to the relevant (genetic) variable, as if it were

independent of all the other (environmental) variables, shoving all interactions to a

residuum. Life sciences, and primarily the science of heredity, finally obtained tools for

rigorous, quantitative handling of its discovered material essences.

Of special significance was the fact that these reductive research methods could be

effectively applied not only to problems of structure and function of individual organisms,

but also to group- or population-concepts. Much of the criticism of Darwin’s hypothesis of

evolution by natural selection, even among his most aggressive supporters, were claims

that he did not give adequate weight to reductionist considerations: He favored a Nature

and Nurture integrative process of evolution, of many small not necessarily well-defined

variables, rather than giving more attention to specific effect of identifiable discrete factors.

His cousin and follower, Francis Galton, on the other hand, rather advocated the clear-cut

dichotomy of Nature versus Nurture, thus fostering an essentialist and reductionist qual-

itative analysis of evolution (Galton 1875, 1877). Galton, and in his footsteps Pearson and

Fisher, by introducing ingenious statistical methods of analysis of variables, eventually also

allowed population phenomena to become rigorously reduced as if they were discrete

concepts, amenable to quantitative analysis of actions and interactions.

Indeed, by the turn of the twentieth century, students were following the determinist

properties of reduced essential entities of their respective disciplines: atoms and their

components as the determinants of physical properties of matter; elements as the deter-

minants of reaction properties of chemical matter; and now cells and their genes as the

determinants of life properties of matter. Such bottom-up thinking, that explained phe-

nomena as the function of the properties of their components, has proved most efficient and

was a major contribution in the struggle against various efforts to explain phenomena by

supernatural factors, whether the hand of God, alchemy, vis vitalis or entelechy.

3 Science and the Public Domain

Science today is a public domain and a cultural resource. The mythical hermit who

deliberates all his life in isolation would not contribute anything to science if his findings

are not shared by others. The methods of scientific research and the concepts that these

engendered may have been conjured up in isolation but they became part of the scientific

tradition only when presented to the critical scrutiny of the community of fellow-scientists.
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But science since long became an issue of the community far beyond that of scholars only.

Although achievements of science served men of power and of means at least since 212

BCE, when Archimedes offered his services to the king of Syracuse in the battle against

Rome, it was, however, only in recent centuries that economy, health and social order

became crucially dependent on the achievements of science. Science became part of

society at large, primarily because of the expectation of the public for the fruits of science,

and significantly, the corresponding growing need of scientists and scientific activity for

the public’s material support.

There is, nevertheless, an inbuilt conceptual conflict between the reflective scientist and

the public image of science’s consumers and admirers. Whereas the scientist or more

precisely the philosopher of science is (hopefully) persistently aware of the provisional,

even speculative nature of her generalizing statements and hypotheses, of the under-

determination of her assertions, the public at large expects the scientist to convey

unequivocal truths of the world and of its realities. Hubert Humphrey, when American

vice-president, wished his advisers to be amputees, so as to stop the repeating advice ‘‘on

the one hand do this, but on the other hand you better do that.’’ In what follows I have no

advice for educators. Presenting my understanding of the character of modern science and

of the way it is perceived by the public at large, may only show the insurmountable task of

reconciling the misunderstandings. Yet, isn’t it in the spirit of science to repeatedly come

up with hypotheses for resolving conflicts and reducing misunderstandings, and that of the

educator to call our attention to this infinite sequence and make us aware of it, thus

preparing us to accept today’s conflicts as the foundations of tomorrow’s hypotheses?

In the 17th century Galileo may have drawn the attention of the public to the law of free

fall, when, according to legend, he produced a scene dropping his articles in public from

the tower of Pisa.2 But it was Captain James Cook’s arrival at Tahiti in H.M.S. Discovery

on 13 April 1769, commissioned to collect data for the London Royal Society on the transit

of the planet Venus across the sun’s disc, that is considered as opening of the modern era,

since at that date, according to sociologist of science Stephen Toulmin, the seeds of an

‘‘imperceptibly but irreversibly’’ change of relationship were planted in public opinion to

science by acknowledging the involvement of the crew and their impressions as parts of the

voyage (Toulmin 1972, pp. 41ff.). Sir Arthur Eddington’s expedition to the island of

Principe near Africa to observe the solar eclipse on 29 may 1919 had a similar impact on

the public at large, 150 years later. It provided one of the earliest confirmations of Ein-

stein’s relativity theory, which the masses revered without actually understanding it. Even

Charles Darwin’s publication of the Origin on November 1859 became a public sensation

when the whole first edition was sold within one day, though I guess that most happy

purchasers never read the book not to speak of perceiving its claims.

Understandably, with time, the details of the scientific arguments became more difficult

to follow. This trend of increased awe and respect that followed the decreased capacity to

understand and predict outcomes turned out to be especially pronounced and of more

serious consequences when it came to biology. Darwin’s theory was more directly relevant

to every human being than the eclipse of Venus. It immediately instigated intellectuals to

put forward theories related to many human disciplines—even practices—in sociology,

economy, and also in ideology and politics, which far exceeded Darwin’s original notions.

It is an uncomfortable nagging question if a better education of the indeterminacy of

2 Symbolically, astronaut David Scott recreated Galileo’s famous experiment, at the Apollo 15 mission, on
the moon, where no air hampers the free fall of a feather. Indeed on the moon, a feather and a hammer
dropped simultaneously reached ground simultaneously.
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scientific hypotheses could have avoided some of the events that were claimed to have

been made on the basis of scientific truths. I’ll make my case by referring to the notion of

‘the gene’: I suggest that whereas physical terms like ‘relativity’ are difficult to compre-

hend and thus are often applied in vernacular language in a borrowed or symbolic sense,

this is not so for terms like ‘heredity’ and ‘gene’ that seem to directly concern us all and to

be conceived as referring to ‘reality’.

Indeed, biologists like August Weismann and Ernst Haeckel in Germany in the second

half of the nineteenth century not only successfully propagated the reductive materialist

methodology of modern biology but also instituted explicit reductionist, bottom-up con-

cepts in cell biology, in embryological development as well as in population dynamics that

effect biological thinking even today.3 Likewise in England, Herbert Spencer and Francis

Galton directly reduced human behavior and social relationships to concepts analogous to

material properties and like them, directly subject to Darwinian evolution by natural

selection. With the emergence of the twentieth century reductionist biology with all its

tribulations was ready for the great leap forward, leading at mid century to the triumph of

molecular biology. Thus, the gene of Mendelian genetics, once it was conceived of as a

materially-defined sequence of known nucleotides that deterministically code a protein

which is the foundation of the structure and function of living bodies, became the icon of

reductionist determinism that replaced all previous emblems, from those of sheer sorcery to

those of modern-day astrology (Barnes and Dupré 2008). In fact, already Weismann’s term

‘‘germ plasm’’ at the turn of the twentieth century has anticipated similar images to that of

the ‘‘gene’’ in the popular literature: It was not only a scientific concept but also a cultural

resource. Like the gene it was the determiner of character and personality, a source of

social order, and the locus of immortality (see Nelkin and Lindee 1995, p. 20). Nelkin and

Lindee (1995, p. 35) quote Victor McKusick who noted in his 1964 textbook that eugenics

had a ‘‘laudable objective’’ but had ‘‘brought ill repute to the science of genetics.’’ The

status that the ‘gene’ (and ‘DNA’) has obtained toward the beginning of the twenty-first

century bears a frightening similarity to the impact that misconstrued biological concepts,

like those of Darwinian terms, had on the history of the twentieth century. Still, it was from

within reductive molecular genetics at its peak that the need to sublime it in favor of

systems’ approach emerged.

4 From a Hypothetical Construct to an Intervening Icon: A Short History of the Gene

In 1865 the abbot Gregor Mendel suggested that inheritance may be reduced to unit traits

that are lawfully transmitted from one generation to the next as discrete Faktoren. It took

the socio-industrial oriented community of the end of the nineteenth century until 1900 to

assimilate the power of Mendel’s reductionist methodology for the experimental analysis

of the concept of heredity. By 1909 Wilhelm Johannsen differentiated the effects of

Mendel’s Faktoren from their existence, or the phenotype from the genotype and its

conceived units, the genes, as intervening variables (MacCorquodale and Meehl 1948).

Although Johannsen was careful not to commit himself to the physical nature of the genes,

his conceptual differentiation instigated the speculation that genes are hypothetical con-

structs, distinct entities of matter (Falk 2008). Heroic efforts to characterize these entities

by the methods developed within biological research (Falk 1986) were left behind once the

3 See, however, the ‘‘early nineteenth century German biologists’’ who outlined ‘‘a powerful program of
empirical research’’ (Lenoir 1982).
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physico-chemical model of the structure of the desoxyribonucleic-acid molecules by

Watson and Crick (1953b) was published. Although scientists were first uncertain to what

extent experimental units such as the cistron may be identified with that of the conceptual

unit of the gene, the terms soon became one. The ‘gene’ became the intervening icon of

biological determinism, supervening the bewildering events in the laboratory that

increasingly challenged the gene as a hypothetical construct, the physical unit of biological

determinism (Falk 1986, 2000).

The triumph of reductionism in molecular biology appeared to have obtained its peak in

the 1960s. It was heralded by the formulation of Crick’s Central Dogma of Genetics and

the Sequence Hypothesis (Crick 1958, 1970) and by Jacob and Monod’s experimental

analysis of the metabolism of lactose in Escherichia coli bacteria and the formulation of a

theory of gene regulation (Jacob and Monod 1961). As envisioned by some scientists, all

major issues of molecular genetics had been resolved, so that all that remained for sci-

entists to do was filling in the details (Friedberg 2011; Stent 1968, 1969, 1970). Not-

withstanding, the evidence of the insufficiency of conceptual reductionism became

increasingly apparent from within the very heart of the reductionist molecular genetics

research effort (Falk 2009, pp. 245ff.). Advances in molecular research increasingly

indicated to the insufficiency of the DNA-sequences, even when such sequences were

allocated to autonomous functional genes, to the understanding of living structures and

functions. As a matter of fact, already Jacob and Monod’s suggestion of polycistronic

functional units, ‘operons,’ suggested a genomic integration beyond that of autonomous

genes. ‘‘Redundant DNA,’’ introns, overlapping reading frames, etc. indicated the

non-autonomy of the so-called DNA-sequence-bound ‘‘genetic information.’’ Post tran-

scriptional modifications, as well as post-translational modification were only some of the

terms that molecular biologists themselves needed to indicate the meaninglessness of the

DNA-sequence per se. It was only within a cellular system that acted as a system that

the DNA-sequence provided information, was modified and was eventually interpreted by

the cellular system in its environment (which in eukaryotes included also the other cells of

the individual organism).

Top-down explanations in science were never eradicated and throughout the last cen-

turies renegade scientists have been claiming again and again that the whole is more than

the sum of its parts or that interactions between the specific isolated components emerged

as factors that must be considered in their own right, that could not be predicted or deduced

from the properties of the components. This became more significant the more living

systems were reduced to physical and chemical elements: What made life different and

unique was a notion of its mission-oriented organization. Consider for example Nobel

laureate Herman J. Muller, emphasizing the materialist reductionist principle that all of

living matter activities ‘‘were found to conform strictly to the law of conservation of

energy. […] Its atoms were found to be the same as atoms elsewhere. They were bound by

the same rules into molecules.’’ Yet,

At the same time, however, such studies have revealed in living things greater and greater com-
plications, which in this respect remove them ever further from natural nonliving things and from
artificial devices. […] some containing hundreds of thousands of atoms, precisely and intricately
arranged into groupings composed of subgroupings of several grades. (Muller 1955, p. 1)

For Muller the answer to the question ‘‘How did this marvelous organizations, constituted

in such a way as to achieve so peculiar an effect, come into being?’’ was unequivocal:

‘‘Darwin’s and Wallace’s greatest contribution was to show that, even without planning,

complex adaptations necessarily evolve’’ (Muller 1955, p. 2). And,
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The major actor in this great drama of evolution by natural selection has proved to be the gene, a
particle too tiny to be seen under the microscope but immense in inorganic standards. […] Although
the genes form only a small part of the cell’s bulk, they control through their diverse products,
primary, secondary, and more remote, the composition of the cell and, therefore the entire body.
(Muller 1955, p. 2)

However, the more molecular biology identified and studied by reductionist methods the

properties of living systems, it became clear to experimentalists that it was not a particle

but rather the system which endowed the properties of life, irreducible to its components.

The gene turned, in the best case, to be a generic concept for the practicing experimentalist,

a methodological definable unit of function that through cellular mechanisms selects the

DNA sequences which conceptually comprise ‘genomic-footprints’ of functional entities.

Thus, Peter Stadler et al. (2009) accept that molecular biology can only work with a gene

concept that is firmly rooted in sequence information. They adhere to the definition of the

gene as the inherited Mendelian Faktor of a unit character, yet in an effort of formulating

an empirically workable syllogism for a gene as a functional entity of inheritance in

organisms as integrated systems it is instantiated and identifiable in the genomic material

(see: Back to the genes as units of function in: Falk 2010, pp. 403–405). Thus, they define a

gene as follows:

A gene on a given genome is the pair consisting of a functional informational molecule and its
genomic footprint, i.e., the collection of intervals on the genome that give rise to the encoded letters
in the sequence through a sequence of Input/Output-relations. (Modified after Stadler et al. 2009,
p. 168)

As it turned out, a well defined methodological bottom-up entity is as essential within a

top-down systems analysis conception as it was needed conceptually in the bottom-up

reductive dialogue that preceded it (Falk 2010).

Yet, the hubris of bottom-up reductionism of molecular scientists was upheld and

increasingly turned into an instrument of socio-political power at the level of the public at

large and at the corridors of power. Nobel-laureate Walter Gilbert used to carry in his

pocket a CD presumably containing the total sequence of the human DNA (at the time

prior to the completion of the full sequencing of the human genome) and at public lectures

pulled out the disc waving it in front of his audience declaring: ‘‘This is you!’’ Other

scientists called the genome a ‘‘Delphic oracle,’’ and a ‘‘medical crystal ball.’’ As late as

1989 James Watson declared in a public interview that ‘‘our fate is in our genes’’ (Nelkin

and Lindee 1995, p. 7). Geneticists also refer to the genome as the bible, the Holy Grail,

and the Book of Man. Why?

5 Exporting Science

Science today is part of the social, political and economic network at large. University

education is an integral part of modern life not only to a small sector of well-to-do and

eccentrics of society. Nothing like the contributions of science to the efforts in the World

War of the 1940s could have convinced governments and the public at-large of the inte-

gration of science in all venues of modern life. The increasing sophistication of the

methods of scientific research also increased exponentially the cost of science so that the

need to convince the public and governing bodies specifically to allocate very large amount

of resources to science increasingly challenged scientists to provide immediate and

comprehensible returns: The fruits of splitting the atom were imposed on humanity for

better or worse almost instantaneously; it took some more explanation and heroic acts to
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justify the efforts to conquer space; the Mohole project to drill through the earth crust and

explore the interior of Earth, on the other hand, failed to excite the imagination of the

masses and to convince of its utility. Convincing authorities and the public of the advis-

ability and expedience of the cost of sequencing the whole genome of humans and other

organisms demanded much skill in its presentation, even though issues concerning

promises to the well-being of the individual person were always attractive.

The spectacular achievements of ingenious methods of molecular biology (and its

failures) in reducing phenomena of normal life to terms of the function (or malfunction) of

specific sites of the genomic sequence, which could be explicated and defined in physico-

chemical terms, have been major conducive powers in popularizing science and the entities

it discussed—the genes. The achievements of breeders on the one hand and of medical

doctors on the other hand in practically reducing whole complex, interacting phenotypic

properties to detectable changes at specific sites (mutations) of the sequences, imputed

enormous power to reductionist notions of bottom-up materialist determinism and their

icons, ‘the genes’.

Genes and DNA became the tokens of science’s achievement in uncovering the secrets

of living nature and harnessing it. In a way, this was a declaration of the triumph of

materialism over the spiritual or supernatural: Life could be reduced to its essence, a finite

set of genes that were nothing but well defined sequences of DNA, obeying rules of physics

in forming integral double helices and allowing the transcription of these sequences’

information to an apparatus that allows cells to produce proteins when needed. This,

however, overlooked important developments even within the discipline of biological

research. Only 1 % of the human genome is transcribed to mRNA that codes for less than

30,000 proteins and non-coding RNA, another 0.5 % of the genome controls the expression

of other sequences. About 5 % of the genome is evolutionarily constrained, i.e., has some

biological function. Concentrating on the details rather than on the picture as a whole was

not only the expedient way to ‘‘sell’’ the project to non-scientists, but may also reflect an

admission of ignorance of the expected complications of integration.

I would like to claim, however, that for the research scientists the increasing bewil-

derment with the notion of the gene as an experimental entity (Falk 1986) and conse-

quently its becoming increasingly used by them as a generic term for an entity of heredity

(Falk 2000; see also Falk 2010), made it easier for Gilbert or Watson, and many other

practicing scientists to ‘‘sell’’ the term to the public at large without the constraints of

scientific rigor, and so to acquiesce with the popularization of the gene that became the

icon of heredity, without committing themselves to irresponsible scientific statements.

Unfortunately, these scientists were not able to foresee the socio-cultural repercussions of

such a vernacular reduction of complex biological systems to absurd determinants.

This was a mistake that educators should pay attention to restore. Epistemologically,

this was not so much a conceptual problem, as one of methods: The conception that

complexity was in the essence of living system is not new. By now, the structure of the

genetic material is known, the mechanisms of its transcription and translation to poly-

peptides is known, but the more the details of these were clarified the more it was clear that

all this must be integrated into the cell function and further into an organism as such, not to

mention the integration into populations and species. Studies of the evolution of genomes

indicated that often, not even the genome of the individual organism might be reduced to a

meaningful reference unit. And when the interaction with other systems are considered

(there are more bacterial cells in the human body than body-cells), the integration of

genomes goes far beyond conceptions of any autonomous entity, genes or sequences

notwithstanding.
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Yet, the explanatory power of reductionist methods, and especially molecular genetics

methods, has often become so powerful that the differentiation between methods and

conceptions was blurred. Fortunately, development of powerful computing techniques

facilitated the simultaneously handling of very large number of variables (obtained by

reductive methods) and their interactions. This allowed to further employ the reductionist

methodology of experimental science in the service of the development of concepts of

interactive systems as the entities of reference (see, e.g., Neumann-Held and Rehmann-

Sutter 2006) and introduced a new relationship between methods and conceptions.

It is, however, a fact of life that, parallel to the processes that increasingly lead to the

scientific perception of complex system-integrated defined operative hereditary entities, the

need for a socially defined simplistic hereditary entity acerbated into ‘genes for’:

genetics as it has been understood by nonspecialist audiences […] currently extends to media that
now more than ever are explaining our behavioral dispositions in terms of facile genetic determinism
[…] our entire moral nature, and the fate it brings upon us, may be attributed entirely to our
inheritance, and our futures read off from our genes much as they are read off from our stars by
astrologers […]. Astrological genetics in the press refers to ‘‘genes for’’ politically sensitive traits,
like intelligence, criminality, homosexuality, addiction and substance abuse, and propensity to vio-
lence. Branded as the properly scientific way of explaining such traits, these accounts encourage
misguided ways of responding to them, and to those groups or individuals supposedly carrying the
genes for them. (Barnes and Dupré 2008, p. 142)

Obviously, the century-old discussion of ‘what is a gene’ has not been resolved, and the

deliberations engage inter-disciplinary relationships of science and society no less than

intra-disciplinary conceptions in the age of large-systems scrutiny, as presented by

computerized genomic analyses.

6 There are No Genes for Traits, nor Genes for Diseases

In her recent book The Mirage Of A Space Between Nature And Nurture Evelyn Fox Keller

(2010) makes the point that there are no genetic traits; all traits are 100 % genetic as well

as 100 % environmental: ‘‘Drum and drummer are each 100 percent responsible for the

beat we hear, bricks and mortar are 100 percent responsible for the wall that is being built,

and the person at the end of the hose aiming a stream of water into a bucket and the person

turning the valve at the spigot both get 100 percent of the credit for filling the bucket’’ (see

McShea 2011). Keller suggests to distinguish between difference makers—such as muta-

tions in the sequence of DNA that may be translated into a defective, non-functional

protein which would be enough to result in an observable ‘‘trait,’’ blue eye color, or cystic

fibrosis—that depend on the function of the organism, its cells and the genome, and trait

makers which may involve many causes in the cells, the organism, and its environment.

Knockout experiments of so-called essential genes that did not end in lethality have

reminded us of this fact many years ago. The recent development of the GWAS meth-

odology amply emphasizes this point: GWAS or Genome Wide Association Studies

compare the total, genome-wide differences between two phenotypes, whether those of

eye-color or of individuals affected (not-affected) by a specific disease (neutralizing as far

as possible all other phenotypic variables). Not surprisingly, although dozens or hundreds

of differences in the genome contribute to the making of any trait, only few will, under

proper environmental conditions, be prominent enough to make a difference significant

enough to change the trait, whether eye-color or health.

The iconization of the concept of the gene is, however, not only an indication of the

failure of the geneticist to properly convey their message to the public at large. Perhaps,
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even more profoundly, it indicates that to a large extent the scientists’ community has not

assimilated the meaning of the concepts it uses and the consequences of such mistakes to

scientific research itself. Mendel spent two years in choosing seven traits of his pea that

would behave regularly enough prior to performing his crucial experiments that established

the segregation of hereditary Faktoren. No such careful considerations are employed today

in allocating genes to traits (or to differences). No one who talks about ‘‘a gene for bicycle

riding’’ literally means what he or she is saying explicitly, yet scientists do talk of specific

genes for social behaviors like empathy, popularity, parenting, first sexual intercourse, or

allocation of money and the like. In 1992 Nobelist David Baltimore still commented that

the HGP ‘‘will allow us to examine human variability, for example variations in mathe-

matical ability, or what we call intelligence […]. The rationale is not to find human disease

genes, because we’re doing moderately well at finding them right now’’ (Nelkin and

Lindee 1995, 9). More alarming is that almost two decades later many experimental

scientists still employ the term gene as if it were a well established entity of experimental

genetics, each experimentalist defining his or her own entity (see, e.g., Ebstein et al. 2010,

although the authors are well aware of the findings with techniques like that of GWAS).

It would need much of an effort of philosophers of science, and even more so of

experimental scientists to convince the public at large to give up the simplistic reduc-

tionism of patterns of life determinants such as ‘genes for.’

No one who watches a TV program or reads any paper can doubt the extent that ‘‘the

gene’’ (as well as ‘‘DNA’’) has become a cultural icon. Dorothy Nelkin and Susan Lindee

open their 1995 book The DNA Mystique by noting how they were ‘‘repeatedly struck by

the powers ascribed to the gene in American culture.’’ They are very explicit in ‘‘showing

how the images and narratives of the gene in popular culture reflect and convey a message

we will call genetic essentialism. Genetic essentialism reduces the self to a molecular

entity, equating human beings, in all their social, historical, and moral complexity, with

their genes. DNA in popular culture functions, in many respects, as a secular equivalent of

the Christian soul’’ (Nelkin and Lindee 1995, 2). It is true that ‘‘For contemporary

molecular genetics, ‘gene’ is convenient shorthand, referring generally to a stretch of DNA

that codes for a protein’’ (Nelkin and Lindee 1995, 4). But to what extent does the term

remain a ‘‘convenient shorthand’’ when this term is passed on to the non-professional? And

for this matter, how often does the scientist herself forget this convenient shorthand and

treats or conceives the gene as a material unit, as a hypothetical construct, rather than an

intervening variable?

Nelkin and Lindee note that the word ‘‘imageology’’ that Milan Kundera invented in his

novel Immorality, captures an important phenomenon of the late twentieth century. ‘‘This

word finally lets us put under one roof something that goes by so many names: advertising

agencies; political campaign managers; […] show business stars […]. Imagologues create

systems of ideas and anti-ideas, systems of short duration that are quickly replaced by other

systems but that influence our behavior, our political opinions and aesthetic tastes’’ (Nelkin

and Lindee 1995, 13). Imagologues are also ‘‘architects of ideology,’’ that through their

images and stories create the frames that generate meaning by making the world intelli-

gible to their readers or viewers. They wonder rhetorically, ‘‘If the newly ascribed powers

of the gene were taken seriously by consumers, would it shape their reactions to the

institutional and political uses of genetic information?’’ (Nelkin and Lindee 1995, p. vii).

Genetics, having been such a successful reductionist research project may be better

equipped than many other scientific disciplines to build a new conception of science, of

accepting its complex, interactive nature that cannot be fully comprehended. We are

educated from childhood to speak clearly, to define properly the meaning of the words we
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use, and accordingly to organize our world around us in categories. But here comes the

great task endowed by centuries of scientific effort, to be able to operate deterministically

while being aware of the fact that we can have only a relative partial view of the system.

Educators’ responsibility in guiding us discerning the role of science in asking questions by

putting up hypotheses and that of suggesting methods of testing their extent, rather than in

providing definite answers, is pivotal in our world that becomes increasingly run by science

directed technologies.
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